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Abstract

the obvious machine learning solution is to use an unsupervised algorithm (e.g. clustering).

The purpose of this work is to investigate
a hybrid approach (neuro-immune technique) for anomaly detection on time series data. In many anomaly detection applications, only positive (normal) samples
are available for training purpose. However,
conventional classification algorithms need
both positive and negative samples. The
proposed approach uses normal samples to
generate abnormal samples that are subsequently used as training data for a neural
network. The approach is compared against
an anomaly detection technique that uses
self-organizing maps to cluster the normal
data sets (samples).

In our previous work [9], we presented an approach
inspired by the immune system that allows the application of conventional classification algorithms to
perform anomaly detection tasks. This approach uses
a negative selection algorithm (NSA) [6] coupled with
a classification algorithm to produce an anomaly detection function. The paper [9] examines the possibility of combine NSA with a neural network classifier
in order to detect anomalies in a time series. The purpose of the present work is to perform further experimentation and compare the results to those produced
by an unsupervised technique that clusters the normal samples.

1 Introduction
The anomaly detection problem can be stated as a
two-class classification problem: given an element of
the space, classify it as normal or abnormal. Different
terminologies are used in different applications, such
as “novelty [3] or surprise [13] detection”, “fault detection” [20], and “outlier detection” . Accordingly,
many approaches have been proposed which include
statistical [4], machine learning [15], data mining [16]
and immunological inspired techniques [2, 8, 11].
In many anomaly detection applications, however,
negative (abnormal) samples are not available at the
training stage. For instance, in a computer security
application, it is difficult, if not impossible, to have
information about all possible attacks. In the machine
learning approaches, the lack of samples from the abnormal class causes difficulty in the application of supervised techniques (e.g. classification). Therefore,

The clustering technique used for this purpose is selforganizing maps (SOM) [14]. It is applied to the
normal samples to produce clusters that constitute a
compact description of the normal space. This compact representation is subsequently used to classify
new samples as normal or abnormal [7, 17, 12].

2 Neuro-Immune Technique for
Anomaly Detection
The NSA was initially proposed by Forrest and her
group [6] based on the principles of self/non-self discrimination in the immune system. It uses as input, a
set of strings that represents the normal data (self set)
in order to generate detectors in the non-self space.
The negative detectors are chosen by matching them
to the self strings: if a detector matches it is discarded,
otherwise, it is kept. Some efficient implementations
of the algorithm (for binary strings) that run in linear
time with the size of self have been proposed [5, 6, 11].
However, the time complexity of these algorithms is
exponential on the size of the matching window (the
number of bits to use in the comparison of two binary

strings).
We proposed [9] a new version of the NSA that represents the self/non-self space as -dimensional real
vectors. One of the advantages of this approach is
that it is easier to extract meaningful knowledge from
the generated detectors as the representation is closer
to that of the problem space. The detectors generated
by the NSA are used as artificial abnormal samples
that serve as input to a classification algorithm that
learns an anomaly detection function.
Similar to the binary-valued NSA [6], the real-valued
NSA [9] tries to cover the non-self space with minimum number of detectors. This is accomplished by
an iterative process that updates the position of the
detectors driven by two objectives: to move detectors
away from self points and to keep the detectors separated in order to maximize the covering of non-self
space (non-overlapping). This algorithm is shown in
Figure 1.
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Figure 2: A process to generate an anomaly characterization function from normal samples.
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Figure 1: Illustrates an iteration of the real-valued
negative selection algorithm with a flow diagram.
We used a hybrid approach by combining NSA and
a neural network–multi-layer perceptron (MLP) with
a hidden layer trained using back-propagation [10].
Figure 2 illustrates the basic idea of the approach.
During the training stage, the input corresponds to
the normal samples (feature vectors extracted from
normal time series), while the NSA [9] is used to generate abnormal samples. Subsequently, the normal
and abnormal samples are used to train a neural network classifier. The trained neural network corresponds to the anomaly detection function that is used
during the testing phase to classify new samples as
normal or abnormal.

A self-organizing map (SOM) is a type of neural network that uses competitive learning [14, 10]. A SOM
is able to capture the important features contained on
the input space and provides a structural representation that preserves a topological structure. The output neurons of a SOM are organized in a one- or twodimensional lattice. The weight vectors of these neurons represent prototypes of the input data that can
be interpreted as the centroids of clusters of similar
samples.
In our experiments, we used SOM to cluster the normal samples. After the network is trained, the generated clusters are used to determine if a new sample
is normal or abnormal. The basic idea is: if a new
sample is ’close’ enough to a normal cluster it is considered normal, otherwise it is classified as abnormal.
   
In general, we have a distance function
that
measures how close the sample s is to the cluster, K.
To determine the abnormality of a new sample, the
following function is used:
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where, C is the set of clusters (found by the SOM algorithm) that represents the normal sub-space. If we
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think the function
is a kind of membership function1 of the abnormal subspace, the func
tion 2 3 45679:3<;
corresponds to the crisp version of
it. In this case, the value t represents a threshold that
defines the boundary between the normal and abnormal classes.
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complexity
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iment
was used to generate the normal samples.

In order to determine a good distance measure
 B 
, we tested three options (in all the cases
 represents the centroid of the cluster K, neuron
weights):

The equation is solved numerically using fourthorder Runge-Kutta method (included in Matlab) with
an integration step of 0.02, a sampling rate of 12, and
an initial value vector with all its elements equal to
1.1. The normal samples were produced from
 *( aH time
series with 500 elements generated using
and
discarding the first 1000 samples to eliminate the initial value effect. The resulting time series is shown in
Figure 3.a.



Euclidean distance. This is the natural (or naive)
choice since the SOM algorithm uses it to determine if a sample belongs to a given cluster:
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Normalized distance. The idea is to take into account the size of the cluster. Some clusters can be
very sparse and others can have all the elements
concentrated around the centroid. A measure of
the size is the standard deviation. So, the standard deviation of the distance to the centroid of
all the elements in a cluster (  ) is calculated and
it is used to normalize the distance:
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Minkowsky distance. The Euclidean distance gives the same importance to all the features. So, it is possible that a sample with a
non-negligible deviation in one feature will be
considered as having the same overall deviation
as a pattern with small deviation on many features. The
distance only takes into account
the maximum of the differences for all the features:
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4 Time Series Data Set
We used the Mackey-Glass equation to generate time
series data. It is a non-linear, delay-differential equation whose dynamics exhibit chaotic behavior for
some parameter values. The equation is:
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Strictly speaking, this is not a membership function
since it is not bounded. However, we can apply, for instance, a sigmoid function to make it bounded.
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from 300 to 400.



The features are extracted using a sliding overlapping
window
n. If the time series has the values:
 - .0/ 12 3of9 size
, the feature set generated from it will be
the following:
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So, from a time series with m elements and using a
sliding window of size n, we can generate (m-n+1)
samples.
In order to perform the testing, we need new normal
and abnormal samples. For abnormal
samples, we

change the parameter of the series ( ). For the prelim
inary experiments, we used = 17 (as used in [3, 1]).
Figure 3.b shows an example of a time series with an
abnormal
segment (time 300 to 400) where the param
eter was changed from 30 to 17.

5 Experimental Results
5.1 Experiments using SOM technique
To perform SOM experiments, we used a tool
that is available on Internet (GeneCluster [19],
http://www-genome.wi.mit.edu/cancer/
software/software.html). This tool is primarily
used to cluster gene expression information, however, it can be applied to any kind of data. We found
the visual representation of clusters is very useful for
our purpose.
For this set of experiments, we used the normal
Mackey-Glass data, as plotted in Figure 3, for training. A window size of 4 was used to generate the feature vectors. Accordingly, a total number of 497 patterns were generated. The clusters generated by the
application using an output grid of 6  4 neurons are
shown in Figure 4. Each box shows a cluster centroid
(middle curve) as well as the variations for each feature: maximum value (upper curve) and minimum
value (lower curve) in the cluster. The number of
samples on each cluster is also presented.
We also tested output grids with 3  4, and 8  8 neurons. In all cases, the SOM algorithm was run for 100
iterations using Gaussian neighborhood. The initial
and final learning rate were 0.1 and 0.005 respectively.
The initial value was 5 and the final was 0.2.
During testing, we applied the technique described
on section 3 using the data in Figure 3.b. Figure 5 shows the anomaly detection function (i.e.
 B CD
) for three different distance measures
using an SOM with an 8  8 output layer configuration.

Figure 4: Clustering of the normal data produced by
GeneCluster [19] (columns in right hand side are not
relevant to our experiments).
It is clear that the anomaly detection based on Euclidean distance (Figure 5.a) is not able to detect the
anomalous patterns. The normalized distance does
not improve either. The plots corresponding to
Minkowsky distance show an increase on the average value between the time 300 and 400 which corresponds to the anomalous section. This indicates that
this distance measure is able to detect the anomalous
patterns.
It is to be noted that the change on the number of output neurons reflected on the shape of the function,
i.e. the more neurons on the output, the smoother the
function. This is explained by the fact that more neurons imply more clusters which can approximate the
normal set better.
The Euclidean distance and the normalized distance
assume that the clusters are spherical, that is, the distribution is the same for all directions. It seems that
this is not the case, as it is evidenced in the poor performance of these distance measures. The
distance eliminates, to some degree, the interference between features and this seems to be an advantage for
this specific problem. However, its main drawback is
that it does not take into account the shape of the clus-

ter. Our hypothesis is that a distance measure such as
Mahalanobis distance will perform much better, since
it can represent ellipsoid clusters.
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5.2 Experiments using Neuro-Immune anomaly
detection technique
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where s is the smoothing factor and indicates the size
of the averaging window. Figure 6 shows the results of the smoothing process for the anomaly function
to
Minkowsky distance using
  corresponding
H
@ . It is evident from the figure, how the smoothing process makes a clear boundary between the normal and the abnormal sections. As it was discussed
previously, the contrast is bigger for the SOM with
more output neurons (8  8). A quantitative comparison of these anomaly functions is performed in section 5.3.

0.35

The data in Figure 3 was used to generate the training set using a window size of 4. This generated 497
normal samples that were used as input for the NSA
which generated 400 abnormal samples. The normal
samples were assigned an output value of 0.0 and the
abnormal samples an output value of 1.0. For the classification phase, a multilayer neural network with 4
inputs, and one output neuron was used. We tested
three different MLPs with 6, 12, and 16 hidden neurons respectively.
The training algorithm was back-propagation with
momentum using the following parameters: learning
rate 0.2, momentum 0.9, number of epochs 4000. Figure 7 shows the output of the a MLP with 16 hidden
units when applied to the testing set.
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Figure 5: Anomaly function (
) generated using the SOM-based technique and applied to
the testing set. The net has an 8  8 output layer. Each
graph represents a different distance measure: (a) Euclidean distance, (b)Normalized distance, and (c)
Minkowsky distance.

The results show that the trained MLPs are able to
detect the anomalous segment present on the testing
set. The output from the simplest MLP (six hidden
neurons) shows more spikes. A possible explanation
is that a larger number of hidden neurons allows to
represent more details of the normal subspace. However, the smoothing process is able to eliminate most
of them.
5.3 Comparison of the two techniques
In order to compare the two techniques (SOM and
neuro-immune) it is necessary to define a measure of
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(b) smoothed output using 

(b)

Figure 7: Neural network output for the testing set
using 16 hidden neurons (neuro-immune technique).
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Figure 6:
Minkowsky distance anomaly function
smoothed using a moving average with parameter
 
H
@ . The different plots represent different topologies: (a) 3  4 neurons, (b) 6  4 neurons, and (c) 8  8
neurons.

accuracy for the classification. The idea is to calculate the number of true positives (TP, anomalous elements identified as anomalous), true negatives (TN,
normal elements identified as normal), false positives
(FP, normal elements identified as anomalous) and
false negatives (FN, anomalous elements identified as
normal). These values are used to calculate two measures of effectiveness:
Detection rate





False alarm rate





 









In general, we want a very high detection rate with
a very low false alarm. However, there is a trade-off
between these two measures. This trade-off can be
shown using ROC (receiver operating characteristics)
curves [18]. The sensitivity of the system is controlled

by a threshold that determines when a new sample is
normal or abnormal. By varying this threshold, we
can obtain different values for the detection and false
alarm rates which are used to plot ROC curves.
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Figure 8 shows ROC curves for SOM-based and
neuro-immune anomaly detection techniques. In all
cases, it is clear that the smoothing parameter (s)
improves the classification accuracy. However, the
SOM-based technique seems to be more sensitive
to its value. This is explained by the fact that the
anomaly detection function generated by this method
is not as smooth as the one generated by the neuroimmune method.

1

An important issue on anomaly detection is how to
find a good threshold value that produces a detection
rate with an acceptable false alarm rate. This could
be very difficult if the anomaly detection function
is very sensitive to this threshold. Figure 10 shows
how the detection and false alarm rates change when
the threshold is modified. For the neuro-immune
method, the detection rate increases gradually as the
threshold increases. The false alarm rate only increases at the end, producing a good range of threshold values where it is possible to have a high detection rate keeping the false alarm rate low. In the case
of the SOM-based method, the detection rate changes
suddenly with a small change on the threshold. The
range of threshold values that can produce a good detection rate with a low false alarm rate is very small.
This means, that the threshold has to be chosen very
carefully and that a small variation can easily deteriorate the performance of the anomaly detection system.
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For the two methods the most complex networks generate better results. As it was explained previously, a
most complex network allows a more detailed modeling of the normal subspace.
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The best anomaly detection functions from the two
methods are shown in Figure 9. There is no clear winner. The anomaly detection function generated by the
SOM method is able to produce a very good detection rate with a low false alarm rate. But, if a small
increase on the false alarm rate is allowed, the neuroimmune method is able to produce a better detection
rate than the SOM method.
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Figure 8: ROC curves
for different values of the

threshold parameter ( ).
(SOM). Their performances, from the point of view of
classification accuracy, appears to be very similar. In
both cases, the smoothing process (moving average)
improved the classification performance significantly.

6 Conclusions

As it was expected, more complex neural networks
had better performance; SOM networks were, in general, more complex than the feed-forward networks
(MLP) used on the neuro-immune technique that exhibit similar performance. For instance, two networks that are compared (shown in figure 10) have
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weights (SOM) needed to be trained.

In this paper, we compared two different approaches
for anomaly detection: one uses a neuro-immune
technique and the other uses self-organizing maps

In general, the anomaly detection functions generated by the neuro-immune method were relatively
smoother. This represents a clear advantage as they
are less sensitive to changes on the threshold. How-
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Figure 9: Best anomaly detection functions of each
method.
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ever, there is room for improvement for the SOM
method too. For instance, a distance measure that
takes into account the shape of the cluster (like Mahalanobis distance) will probably improve the performance of the SOM method. So, it is necessary to
test new distance measures and perform additional
experiments using wide variety of data sets in order
to make a fair comparison.
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